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CHGES IN REWORC~G PROPERTIES OF STIM~I
FOLLOW~G ABLATION OF T~ AMYGDAI.OID

COMPL~ IN MON~YSl
,.
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I- Oj tig, Hwqorsf, Cmtiti ;(

It has ,now been demonstrated that many
of the behaviod diat-m found by
~tier and Bu~ (1939] after b~ted tern-
- kbectomy in monkeys have tierq to
tictions au-cd by S~- in the

vi~ty of the ammoid m~a. Btit4md
~tion of the am-d mm@= d
ad~cent. tempod poh - h% in the
tameness, reduced dominan-, od and “hyper-
metarnorphotic” tendenk, and &tered h
and dietary activities observed after the more
radid ternpord Ioktomy (see Roavold
[1959] for a recent summary of this work).

How th- symptoms of tie ~tiver-Buq
syndrome are interrehted po~ a problem
that = be atta~ed both by anatomiul
fractionation of the syndrome (e.g., Green,
~emente, & de Groot, 1957) ~d by syst-
matic behavioral atiysis of ea~ of the
symptoms. b this way it shotid be possible
to s@y both tie gen~ and s-c func-
tions involved. To date, *tively few studie
have ddt with tie die- &anges.

h both primates and tivoq resection
of the amy@oid complex resdts in h~-
phagia (Morgan & Kosman, 1957) and, what
is perhaps more unique, seemin~y in~

- -ate dietary behavior. (Pribram & Bag-
shaw, 1953; %hreiner & ~ng, 1953). byg-
tiectow monkeys, e.g., d eat nody
rejected foods SUA as meat or M, exhibit
copraphagia, and may even prefer+ inedible

1~s experiment is part of a d~tion submitted
inp*titient of the PhD degreein tbe Depart-
mmt of Psyehol~ at Stanford University. me re-
aeard wss supported by a grant, No. M-WC), from
the United Stat= Pubtic Heafth SeMee, Nationsf k-
stitutes of Menti Hwdth. A report of tie tidings was
presented at the 19~ &ting of tbe Wtern Pa*
l*wd Assueistion. ~ author ties to exp~ his
appreciation to ~ H. Pribram for his h+ aud en-
q~=t ~t the study. A~~t
kabsodue Dou&H. bwrenmsnd W-& Wd-
son, Jr. for their assistance in the preparation of the
tha.

* Now in the D~t of Ps~logy, University
of W&onsin.
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over edible objects (Pribram & Bagshaw, ‘!!
1953). These rnodifi~tions in dietary patterns ~
~reaent in one sense a &attge in the rein-

:4
fotig p- of the ‘*jects. ‘Certain ;~~
ob~ that fey had titti or no positive ,i,

1

reward @ue kme minfo* to the ~~:
amy~k- ani~, >~ are Mw n
_ble foi G ~ of res~= r?;
diwted toward the ob~ts. :,1

Such a mnceptudimtion of the dietary ‘“~}
changes may be usefti insofar as the changes .$

refl~t a more gene@ form of d~turbana k. P
the reinfofig properties of stimti. In the
present experiment, an operant form ‘nf .:
response was uttiimd to study the performance
of nortnd and amyg&lwtomiA monkeys for :
different amounts of a nortna~y acmpted food
reward. =A of the amounts served in turn
as a periodic reinforcement for bar-pressing.

~~OD

s*&
,:
,t

me Ss were eight presdoleaeent rhesus monkeys, ,
five + and three fe~, without previous test ~‘
-en=. ~ti body w@ts at the outset of the
expement ranged from 3.6 to 6.4 lb. All were houd in
the same room, one or two to a rage. Premutions were
taken in grouping the Ss to insure that any &nge in
sorisl status fo~otig the bfi lesions dld not irster-
fere tith th& feeding behavior in the home ages.

surg~

Four Ss (397, 405, 43S, 442), tin-o males and two
femak, reived bilaterd lesions in the aoteromedml
region of the temporal lobes. me lesions included the
amygdaloid mrnplex ~d part of the surrounding tern.
pord polar cortex. me other four Ss (439, 441, 443,
447) served as operative eontrok by undergoing a sham
operation in wbirh the amygdaloid region was made
visible but not ~ed.

N surgery was performed aseptically in a sin~e
stage under Nembutd anestti (0.6 ccjkg intra-
hepatidy). .4 description of the p~ure is mn-
tained in Prib_ and Bagshaw (19U). A part of tbe
tern- bone m removed and the underling dura
*to _ the temporal poh region, me amyg-
rbds eou~ be -n by ret=ting the tempo= lobe and
was removed by means of subpial aspiration tig a
stil-guage su&er. In ctiig the wound, XVeral
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AM-438

AM-442
FIG,1. Reconstructions and cross wtions of the smallest and largest l-ions in the amygdalectoti animti.

(Ventral and medial views are shown in the reconstmctions. Cross sections are taken 2 mm. apart.)

kyers of interrupted silk sutures were used to approxi-
mate the deeper structures and a continuous suture
was used to approximate the subcuticular ti~ue.

Anatomy

After completion of experimentation, the animals
with lesions were wrificed, their brains embedded in
celloidin, and the blocks serially sectioned at Wp.
Every tenth section w= stained with anifine thionin,
and every fourth stained wction was used to make an
orthogonal projection onto graph paper. Sections were
examined microscopically for evidence of tissue damage.

The anatomical reconstructions and cross =tions
in Figure 1 show the minimal and msximti extent of
the l&ons8. In three Ss, excluding N48, there was
*@t sparing utiaterally of the basal part of the
amygti. The rernovd of the amygdda was in other
respects complete. The hlppampd complex suffered
minimti damage, with the Iesion extending at most to
ordy the anterior tip “ofAmmon’s formation and a small
part of the adjoining subiculum and entorhinal cortex.
There was additiond damage to the temporal poles,

3 Copies of the reconstructions and cross sections
of dl lesions are avaihble from the author.
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Prdi;&y tratig. W ~ were &
preoperativdy to press the lever on a 2-ti ti-
intervrd (~. &&k of *or-ent. Wrninary
trtig rerpdred Ou-week of Wy tests. At first ~
response was reinfoxd @ _ve days the reward
mn~nq was shifted to a *. ~, then a *.,
so W=., ~d My to a 2-rnin. ~ Aedde. ~
Seaaioncontinued rusti s had ~ufated w to M
reinforcements. During thfs time, the My food ratin
consisted of four Purina hboratory Chow Nets and
a ~ter of an oran~.

Prwpsrdive cdzd hk. &h ardmaf meived pre-
operativ~ a total of nine test *IIS with the 2-*
~ ded&; ad~ate to obtain rdativefy staW
lev~ of bar-pressing. me tests were ~ed on alte-
rnatedam excluding Sundays, so as to fdl three dnres a
w+. ~ session &ted dOmin. me reward wea p-
-ed so that the tit bar-pr= woufd be tird,
rnarkmg the start of the 2-ndn. con~an~. A +gm.
Id food ~let (P. J. Noyes and Co.), ~ 1.0
m. in diameter and 0.5 m. h -GSS, served ss the
reward. Exmpt for &e reward, the test @n&tions
d-bed above were kept ~nstant throughout the
qrirnent.

With the start of the preoperative atrol teata, the
d~y diet of the Ss was dxed at 8 to 10 Purina kb

WULTS

Pefio~m on the postopemtive mn~l
tests, using the pmpemtive levek as a b
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line, was not affected by the amygdalectomy.
The total number of bar-presses made by S
on each postoperative control test was ex-
pressed a~ a percentage change of its mean
total responses in the kast three preoperative
sessions. Preoperative vataes ranged from 292
to 782 respons;s per session, with no significant
difference between groups. Bar-pressing de-
creased postoperatively by about 15 Voto 20 Ye,
but the ~han~e as evaluated by an analysis of
variance was not reiated to the operative
treatment, The analysis failed to indicate any
over-all group difference or any group X
session interaction effect.

iVith the shifts in reward, a closer analysis
was made of the performance within each of

the test sessions by recording the number of
bar-presses for successive l~min. periods of
each- session. These results are given in Figure
2 for the large reward and antecedent control
conditions. An over-au analysis of variance
was performed on the percentage changes in
performance for each of these periods, using
the corresponding control data as a base Ume.

It can be seen in Figure 2 that arnygda-
lectomy affected the response to the hge
reward as a function of the intr-ion
period. This interaction is significant at the
.01 level (F = 3.W for S and 30 dj). In ad-
dition there are evident intrasession effects
that obtained for both groups (F = 3.17 for
5 and 30 dj, p < .Oj). This analysfi did not
indicate any over-all group differences averag-
ing across intrasession periods or any change
in the intrasession lesion effect with the re-
peated test sessions.
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&UCCESSIVE IO-MINUTE PERIODS

FIG.2. Mean numbr of responses dwring successive
10-min. periods of the test sessions with the large reward
and of the three preceding control sessions.

Examination of the changes in performance
shows that amygdalectomy attenuated the
increase in bar-pressing for the large reward
during the first few 10-min. periods of these
sessions. The normal animals averaged a 4 Yo
increase and the amygddectomized animals
20%. Separate analysis of the response data
for the large reward yields resdts which in
terms of significant group X intrasession
interaction (P < .001) and intrasession effect
(p< .001) support the analysis of the changes
in performance.

The two groups ako differed markedly in
the reduction of bar-pressing during suc-
ceeding periods of the lar~reward sessions.
The braindamaged animals exhibited minirnd
decrements in performance whereas tie
norrnd animals dropped sharply from the
initially enhanced rates to below control
levels. A percentage comparison of the number
of responses made during the last hti of these
sessions relative to the fit hti yields a ~ of
.028 by a two-tailed Mann-Wltney U test.
Indeed, a sidar, though less marked, phe-
nomenon is apparent in the control conditions

@= .028). The amygdalectomized anids
appear to exhibit more sustained behavior.

Amygdalectomy was also found to attenu-
ate the decrease in responding foUowing a
sizable reduction in reward. Figure 3 “plofi the
performance of the two groups within the
fit session with the smafl reward. Mthough
the amygdalectornized animals were not
insensitive to such a large change in reward,
they made proportionately more responses
in the last hdf of this sewion relative to the

SUCCESSIVE10-MINUTEPERIODS

FIG.3. M- munbr of responses duriag sumeasive
l@ti. periods of the fit teat session with the smd
reward.
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fit hdf than did the no- ~. me
mm in ddine of bar-pressing is sig-
fimnt at the ,028 led by & U @h Further.
more, as shown in Figure 4, thii attenuating
#wt of the lesion tended to persist through-
out the repeated tests. Mthough the output
of both groups continued to dtie after
the first -ion, the as~ptotic Iev* of
@ormance SW ape to dfier. me
over~ differenm bet-n the groups in the
-~~ ~- is et at the .0S
leti by the U test. Me was & a ten-
for tie brainhged _ to ad~t
somewhat more slowly to tie altered --
ditiom me gendy -M -e in k--
p- :produd by the reduction b reward
B nowworthy.

A fixed-inte~ type of Ati W
generates typidy a tempody ordered
pattern of bar-pressing betw- reinfo~
ments (Stinner, 1938), whi& provides an
tiItioA measure of performance for the
altered rewards. me response distributions
are plotted in F- 5 in su& a way as to
mntrol for c@ges in output. ~e proportion
of the to~ nonreinforced responses made
during @e last ha~ of the 2-rein. intefis
was used as an index of the temporal pattern-
ing. It mn be seen that the normal as
were much more reactive to tie reduction in
reward, b place of the progr~vely inming
rate of res~nse. with the passage of the
between reinforcements, there W-cd a less
organimd distribution approximating a linm
function. me difference between the groups

l; :’= :
K-m

$$i~-~~$~ 4

P SESSION

FIG.4. Mm permntsge c~- b toti respo-
io test sessiom with tie sti a. (me values k
the legend refer to tie rsnge of toti respomes for the
three preceding hge-rewsrd sessions on whid tie
percentage *W sre M; group differenm sre
not signifi-t sMtistidy.)

Swsslw so- Seem IWE*S

-5. ~~dtotikorced~
= *titi-* ~w&m * *-

~ mmes
rmds?e-veti&ti were *
*rerordedmdmatsd~tA
Mh**wers’-@ to~-
- d m-:= -W -w.

“m*+,:*-L&:**k==w%

,,. .,

in “Shift of respo- distribuw ‘is si~mt
at tie .05 ld by t test. * resd~ S*
smtite the titigs with output of respom.

me am#=to~ mo~eys were 4s0
less rmponsive to tie @ ti~ in reward.
~ey in- their output by 66% over that
of the kt three *ions with the sd m
ward. fie corr=ponding due for the normal
group ‘was 161 %. ~~ restits are significant
statitidy @ = .05 by U test), but it shodd
be noted that the bline tiues also differed
for the two groups.

By contrast, no ti=t of the lesion was
discernible in. the * extinction of bar-
pressing. Both groups reduced their output
from about W rmponses during the fit I@
min. period of the extinction session to about
20 responses during ea~ of the last three
l~min. periods. ~ese danges represented
an over-au dmease of approximately 4070
from’ the prweding level of performance.

DE-ION

me present findings demonstrate that, at
least under certain conditions, abhtion of the
amygdaloid complex modifies rate of response
for different amounts of food reward. Arnyg-
dalectomind m~eys were insistently less
responsive, though by no means insensitive,
to inmeased or daeased amounts, provided
the rewards were not omitted entirely. ~ese
effects persisted over a considerable number
of test sessions. me underreactivity to shifts
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in reward was also reflected in a more stable

temporal pat terning of responses between
reinforcements. Indeed, the patterning of
behavior appeared to be an especially useful
measure wit h decreased reinforcement. Under
these conditions, a rate measure may to a
greater degree confound emotionally induced
responses and the like with responses con-
trolled by the concurrent reinforcement..

These changes in performance after amyg-’
dalectomy. are not secondary to an increase in
hunger drive, as might be inferred from the
hyperphagic effects of the lesion (Morgane &
Kosman, 19j7). Three sets of evidence oppse
the interpretation Rrst, the postoperative

control data, consistent with the findings of
Weiskrxntz (19M), and the extinction data
gave no indication of such an increase. Weis-
krantz, however, did report slower extinction
of a food-reinforced response in amygdalectw
mized monkeys. Second, an increase in hunger
would not account for the depressed response

to the enlarged reward. Third, amygdalectemy
attenuates the response to prolonged depriva-
tion,, of food (%hwartzhaum, in press). An
increase in hunger would imply exactly the
opposite result. Nor do increa= in hunger
simply produce a more sustained pattern of
bar-pressing as observed in the amygdalecto-
mized monkeys (Schwartzbaum, in press).

The present findings suggest that the dis-
turbances in dietary behavior are part of a
more general change in the reinforcing
properties of food stimuli, relating to both
their qualitative and quantitative charac-
teristics. This conceptualization may al~
apply to the less dtscnminating wxual M-
havior of amygdalectomized animals (Green
et al., 19j7; Schreiner & Kling, 1953). We
cannot, however, state to what extent the
effec~s obtained are specific to the amygdaloid
complex without testing other ablation prepa-
rations.

The extension of the findings to a quanti-
Vdtive dimension of a normally accepted food
reduces the likelihood that the dietary dis-
turbances can be explained adequately in
terms of gustatory or olfactory types of dis-
orders. Previous studies (Fay, Miiler, &
Harlow, 19j3; Hutt, 19j4) have shown that
the qualitative properties of a reward, as
might be affected by such disorders, influence

performance within limits independently of
its quantitative properties. Manipulation of
the taste properties of a reward did not, e.g.,
affect the functional relation between per-
formance and the amount of the reward
(Hutt, 1954). Since the lesion effects are not
selective in this respect, an impairment of
taste or sme~ wodd not seem to be a sticient
cause.

Two Mutually compatible interpretations
of the resdts seem tenable in the fight of other
avatiable data. With shifts in reward, the
relationships that exist among the rewards
may assume critical importance (e.g., Schrier,
19S8). The eflective rei~orcrng.. val~ of a
given amount beco~es contingent upon other
rewards which are made avafiable in the
situation. Thus, a reward may have less re-
inforcing value if it is preceded by a larger
amount than if it is not. The marked dectine
in performance for the sma~ reward provides
evidence of such “contrast effects.” Monkeys
tested with this size reward under nonshift
conditions show much higher rates (un-
published data, K. H. Pribram).

It is therefore possible, on the one hand,
that the changes in reinforcing values relate
to a reduction in emotional responsiveness
(King & Meyer, 1958) or, stiarly, to an
impairment in the conditioning of emtiknal
responses (Brady, Schrerner, Nler, & ~ing,
1954). me cmtrast effects o~tained with
shifts in reward have ben assumed by some
workers to reprewnt essentidy emotional -
phenomena (Crespi, 19Q). E thii is true,
then a dampening of emotional responsiveness
would give rise to less differentiated reward
values. However, it stfil romaitis questionable
whether an affective type of disorder is suffi-
cient to account for the dietary changes
(Weiskrantz, 19M). Thii reservation is
strengthen by the fact that the lesion acts
in a relatively selective fashion with respect
to shdts in reinforcing conditions (Schwartz-
baum, lM) and food-preference patterns
(unpublkhed data of the author and W. A.
Wdson, Jr.)

On the other hand, the effects obtained may
reflect a failure of the amygdalectorni=d
animals to “interrehte” different reinforcing
events, i.e., to respond to one set of events in
terms of some other set. Mfar as the diversity



of reinforhg values is contingent upon such a
process, aa wodd appear to be the case,

~torny may act to constict the
range of th~ values. The ~dty wdd not
seem to k in the diti~nabfity of. the
reinforcing stinudi as ~dged by” @ormance
onviaual~ tions (Mishkin, 19-;
Wiram & Bagshaw, 1953) and in --

~ tak with M-t arnoun~ of
food (unpubMed &ta of the author and W.
A, -n, Jr.). me ~t may, b
S* .k *ted to p~ whi& are ~
*if the organism is to genh appnpri-
a@y among s~ti and u- im ~rien~
when Qtited with “new” evens For
_@ei tie shif~ in “amonnt” of re~
inv~ed changes in sim and rmmber of *%
concentration of taste stismdi, and in dumtfon
of ~tory response. h k te-,
my@ecto* anirtuds can be Said to
&gwdim.

me apparendy “in~te” feeding,
as w~ as se-, behavior of amy~ecte
* aninuds might seem inconsistmt with
M notion. But tie reawning is basidy We
same. It *urnes that the reinforcing tiues
that are nody attached to such stirnu~ are
based in part upon the rektionships of the
stimti to existing habits of reinforcement. A
faSure to make these titiO= wodd tend
to produce less Merentiated reinforcing
~ues, and thus overgenera~ behavior; if
tie stimdi were at least potentiy reinforcing
in terms of taste, smell, texture, ingestibfity,
etc. This notion is not inconsistent with the

- view that amygdalecto* animals are
unable to “reco@m” or to “identify” *
inforcing stimtii (Weiskranti, 1956). But the
present hypothesis wodd relate th= effects
to experimental conditions which rnaximim
the importance of genera~ition processes.
U this hypothesis is valid, then the pre- and
postoperative conditions which determine the
novelty of a stimdus or its surrounds wodd
be of special importance.

s~Y

The experiment was intended to determine
whether the changes in dietiry behavior after
removal of the amyg~oid complex are
symptomatic of a more general disturbance in
reinforcing properties of stidi. fight

monkeys ~ either bilatd Mons of
the amygchdoid com#ex or an quivalent
sham ~peration. They were tested in a bat-
pressing situation, using a &ed-int-
schedde of reinforcement, with Werent
amounts of a no~iy accepted food reward,
&ch of the amounts was presented for a
number of Aons to dl ani~s. The shifts
included both increases and decreases in
reward.

It was found that amy~ectomy depressed
-pensiveness to shifts in amount of reward.
The amygdaktoti monkeys showed less
of an in~ in bar-pressing with erdarged
rewards, and =mewhat less of a decrea= with
a aubtantie~y reduced amount. ~ese effects
* * reffected in the temporal patterning
of respo~ btween *orcements. The
lesion ti atten=ted satiation-k decrements
in performance within test dons, especia~y
with the large reward. ~ effects were
obtaind with uniform conditions of rek-
forcement and with extinction. Two possible
interpretations of the ~ts were considered.
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